Luxury knows no bounds.

A home doesn’t stop at the exterior door - now you can expand your living space with Town & Country’s signature bold flames outside.

Create distinctive combinations to compliment your home’s style with Town & Country’s endless design possibilities of interchangeable firebox panels and burner options. Whether your fireplace is modern or traditional, the TC42 Outdoor Fireplace promises to deliver an impressive focal point in your outdoor space.

PRODUCT FEATURES
- Town & Country’s Signature bold Flames
- Flush Hearth for authentic look of a wood burning fire
- Create your perfect fire inside the firebox with Design-A-Fire
- Overhead LED Interior Lighting
- Stainless Steel frame around disappearing ceramic glass
- Minimum 24” of vertical venting required
- Heavy duty valve system designed for cold climates (up to -40F)
- Superior materials and construction
- Simple on/off flame operation
- Natural gas or propane
- Direct Vent only
- All Outdoor Models Require C Series Burner Kits
- Total square inches of viewing area: 1418
- BTU Input NG/LP: 61,000 high, 46,200 low
- Efficiency 34.2% (Based on CPSA P.4.1-15)

Please note: Due to elevation and fuel type, flame characteristics may not be exactly as shown.